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The use of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) in Low Earth
Orbit  (LEO)  satellites  is  a  widely  adopted  solution  for  on-board  orbit
determination, as long as the weight, volume and power consumption of the
receiver is compatible with the mission budget.  The demanding conditions
of  the space environment,  i.e.  vacuum, thermal  cycling and high energy
radiation, often lead to large, high power consumption and very expensive
receivers. For these reasons, the usual space qualified GNSS receivers are
typically  not  an option  for  many small  satellite  missions.  Nowadays,  the
distributed  system  approach  -which  replaces  large  satellite  solutions  by
many small cooperative satellites- is increasing the previous constraints but
also requiring more accurate positioning abilities. In particular, the need of
highly accurate relative positioning between the elements of a distributed
earth observation instrument is one of the key aspects of this approach. 

In this work we present a GNSS demonstration receiver that, being
compatible with usual small satellites constraints, can provide very accurate
raw measurements - i.e. pseudoranges and carrier phase - which allow the
use  of  highly  precise  absolute  and  relative  positioning  techniques.  The
receiver  hardware  is  composed  by  two  main  boards:  a  dual-band  Radio
Frequency  (RF)  Front-End,  and  a  Digital  Processing  Platform  with  two
digitalizing channels with independent Automatic Gain Control (AGC). This
architecture allows receiving any two GNSS bands selected by the user, GPS
L1 and GLONASS L1, or GPS L1 and GPS L2 for example. The RF part is
designed without relying on specialized integrated circuits that typically do
not have qualified counterparts and that usually limits the signal bandwidth,
which is not adequate for high precision measurements receivers. The same
philosophy is adopted for the digital part of the receiver, which is based on a
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) -with military grade version- where
an  embedded  processor  and  a  correlation  system is  implemented  using
Hardware Description Language (HDL). Since there is no dependence on any
particular  integrated  circuit  or  any  proprietary  Intellectual  Property  (IP)
Cores,  the receiver design can be tailored according to the quality parts
policy  of  a  particular  mission.  Regarding  to  the  receiver  software,  it  is
implemented using a real-time operating system and it has four main parts:
satellite  signal  acquisition,  satellite  signal  tracking,  satellite  raw  signal
measurements  generation,  and  lastly  Position,  Velocity  and  Time  (PVT)
calculation. The dynamic conditions of a LEO satellite has been taken into
account in the design of these four stages: the search Doppler range has
been extended in the acquisition stage; third order carrier tracking loops has
been  implemented  to  accommodate  Doppler  rate  changes  without
degrading the measurements quality; narrow Early-Late separation second
order code tracking loop was adopted to increase the pseudorange quality
and reduce the multipath sensibility; an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) based
on a simplified dynamic orbit model has been implemented to provide an
adequate dynamic filtering to the navigation solution.  

The GNSS receiver has been experimentally tested with a GNSS signal
simulator and some of the obtained results are presented. In particular, the



performance  of  the  raw  measurements  obtained  is  less  than  12  cm  in
pseudorange and less than 0.7 mm in carrier phase (1 sigma rms). These
results are in the level of the best high precision GNSS receivers nowadays
utilized in surveying applications and show clearly the high potential of the
receiver for absolute and relative orbit determination.   


